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Abstract. Algorithms for documents metadata formation of unstructured 

digital mathematical collections are proposed. They are based on the use of 

search queries to such open scientific resources of the World Wide Web as 

DBPedia, Wikidata, Wikipedia, Freebase. The developed algorithms made it 

possible to generate metadata in cases where it is very difficult or even 

impossible to extract it from document using text analytics methods. The 

results of applying these algorithms in the process of forming fundamental 

metadata sets of retro-collections included in the Lobachevskii Digital 

Mathematical Library ((Lobachevskii-DML, https://lobachevskii-dml.ru/) are 

presented. The composition of the main set of metadata complies with the 

requirements of the European Digital Mathematical Library (EuDML). The 

xml-language based on the Archive and Log Exchange Tag Package (NISO 

JATS) was used to represent the metadata. 
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1 Introduction  

Currently, on the basis of the technologies of the World Wide Web, the Common Dig-

ital Space of Scientific Knowledge (CDSSK) is being actively formed. The goals of 

building such a space, the methods and technologies used for this, as well as precise 

definitions of terms used in scientific discussions are given in [1, 2]. 

The main directions of integration of mathematical knowledge are defined in the 

projects “Global Digital Mathematical Library” (GDML) and “World Digital Mathe-

matical Library” (WDML) (see, for example, [3, 4]). 

In [5–7], the specificity of obtaining mathematical results is noted: it is associated 

not only with painstaking calculations and operations with formulas, but also with the 

need for cooperation of large groups of mathematicians in long-term research, for ex-

ample, in solving the problem of classifying simple finite groups. In the same works, 

to designate the area of creating methods and tools for supporting and integrating math-

ematical knowledge, the term BigMath (by analogy with the well-known term BigData) 

and 5 main directions of development of this area of mathematical research are pro-

posed. 

As noted in [4, 8], digital mathematical libraries are assigned the role of the main 

integrator of mathematical knowledge presented in scientific documents ever pub-

lished. An overview of the most significant digital mathematical libraries is given in [8, 

9]. 

Our interests are focused on building the Lobachevskii Digital Mathematical Library 

(Lobachevskii-DML, https://lobachevskii-dml.ru/). This library has been developing 

since 2017, its architecture is based on the principles of WDML [10, 11]. 

This article presents the results of research on the creation of meta-descriptions of 

documents of archival electronic mathematical collections that are part of Lobachev-

skii-DML. In this case, the schemes used in the aggregating mathematical libraries are 

used. 

Section 2 highlights features of archival collections that limit the use of standard 

methods for extracting metadata. 

Section 3 contains a description of the metadata schemas used to integrate relevant 

documents with aggregating digital libraries. 

Section 4 presents algorithms for the formation of a fundamental set of metadata for 

documents of retro-collections of the Lobachevskii-DML. The information, which for 

a number of reasons turned out to be inaccessible for extraction by methods of textual 

and structural analysis, was supplemented from open scientific resources of the World 

Wide Web using a search query system. 

2 Digital Archival Mathematical Collections: Problems 

of Metadata Formation 

We refer to archival digital collections containing documents (articles from periodicals, 

books, preprints, collections of conference reports), published in the period before the 

widespread introduction of information technologies, not only in the process of creating 
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a document by its authors, but also in subsequent stages of the publication life cycle 

(see, for example, [12–15]). The dissemination of scientific knowledge during this pe-

riod (usually referred to as “pre-digital”) was carried out exclusively through print me-

dia. As a result, these documents, as a rule, do not contain the attributes required for 

publications distributed on the Web, such as subject classifiers, keywords, annotations, 

and author affiliations. 

A separate category is formed by historical scientific collections (retro-collections), 

which include scientific documents published in periodicals before the beginning of the 

20th century, and Russian-language scientific publications – before the spelling reform 

of 1918. 

The works [16, 17] describe methods of forming metadata of digital collections us-

ing the tools of the metadata factory of the digital library Lobachevskii-DML. The im-

plementation of these tools is based on methods for analyzing the structure of docu-

ments (see, for example, [18–23]). Also, standard text analysis algorithms were applied 

(see, for example, [24, 25]). In [26], the results of applying metadata factory services 

to documents of the Lobachevskii-DML library retro-collections are presented. 

Metadata normalization was carried out in accordance with the xml-schemas of the 

mandatory EuDML set [27, 28]. 

Let us name the most important problems of the formation of metadata of documents 

of retro-collections: 

 variability of the structure of documents; 

 lack of subject classifiers; 

 lack of keywords characterizing the research area; 

 lack of annotations to articles; 

 authors of articles can be indicated both at the beginning of the article and on its last 

page; 

 for the authors of articles, only the surname and the initial letter of the name can be 

indicated; 

 the author's surname can be supplied with a title; 

 there are abbreviations of the authors' surnames to initials; 

 the place of work of the author is not indicated; 

 named entities in the names of theorems and references to articles in the text are 

given in the original language; 

 references to literature are often given in footnotes without a complete bibliographic 

description; 

 Russian-language digital retro-collections contain documents using spelling prior to 

the 1918 Russian language reform. 

3 Semantic representation of digital mathematical collections 

This section describes the basic metadata schemas used in digital math libraries to in-

tegrate their documents with aggregated digital libraries. 
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As is known, the most common format for the presentation of metadata is the set of 

metadata elements of the Dublin Core [29, 30]. Note that an extension of this set is used 

in the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting [31, 32]. 

The Journal Archiving and Interchange Tag Suite (NISO JATS) xml schemas have 

been developed to represent the metadata of articles in periodicals and are used in a 

number of digital mathematical libraries (see, for example, [16, 33–35]). In the EuDML 

project based on NISO JATS V1.0, three sets of metadata are distinguished: obligatory 

metadata, fundamental metadata, and supplemental metadata (see [28, 36, 37]). In 

Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the metadata of one of the articles of the digital collection 

of the journal “Proceedings of the Physics and Mathematics Society at Kazan Univer-

sity” (in Russian, in French). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Fragment of the metadata set of G. Peano's article “Rapport sur les travaux de M. Pieri” 

published in the journal “Proceedings of the Physics and Mathematics Society at Kazan 

University” (series 2, volume 14, number 1, 1904). The metadata is generated according to the 

NISO JATS schema using the Lobachevskii-DML metadata factory tools. Extracted from the 

text of the document: the title of the article in French, the surname and initial of the author, the 

numbers of the initial and final pages of the document. 

4 Algorithms for extracting metadata by the queries method 

to the Common Digital Scientific Space 

This section provides algorithms for the formation of a fundamental set of metadata of 

the digital library Lobachevskii-DML retro-collections documents. Information, which 

for a number of reasons turned out to be inaccessible for extraction by methods of tex-

tual and structural analysis, is replenished from open scientific resources of the World 

Wide Web through the search query system. 

Using the tools of the metadata factory of the digital library Lobachevskii-DML, 

digitized documents of retro collections are processed. As a result, it is possible to ex-

tract the following metadata from the texts: 
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─ title of the publication (“journal-title-group” and “trans-title-group”), 

─ time and place of publication (“publisher”, “pub-date”), 

─ title of the article (“title-group”) in one of the languages (pre-reform Russian, Eng-

lish, German, French), 

─ the author's surname with initials or with only one initial (“contrib-group”), 

─ volume and issue number of a periodical (“volume”, “issue”), 

─ numbers of the first and last pages of the publication (“star-page”, “end-page”). 

Processing footnotes in the text of an article allows you to obtain information about 

the title and authors (or only about one of the possible authors) of those articles to which 

the links point. 

For additional information, in particular, for the formation of a fundamental set of 

metadata according to the EuDML schema, the following algorithm is proposed. 

The available metadata is converted to csv format. The surnames of the authors and 

the titles of the articles are supplemented with variants of their writing in modern Rus-

sian (if pre-reform spelling is used in the document), and transliteration is also per-

formed. This is necessary for the formation of templates for search queries. 

At the next stage, search queries are formed, including the templates obtained at the 

previous stage. 

Further, standard operations are performed: extracting, cleaning, integration, simi-

larity, entity resolution, analysis of the resulting data (see, for example, [38]). 

With the help of the generated search queries, you can clarify (or supplement) infor-

mation about the names and patronymics of authors, place of work, years of their pub-

lication activity, add URLs of sites containing biographies and other data about authors. 

The above approach turned out to be effective only in those cases when the authors 

of documents of retro-collections are reflected in the scientific network space. 

To clarify, as well as replenish the already formed metadata, open scientific re-

sources were used, in particular, Wikipedia, Wikidata, DBPedia and Freebase. To 

search and retrieve information from the Web, we used the wikipedia package tool 

(https://wikipedia.readthedocs.io/en/latest/code.html) and pywikibot (https://doc.wiki-

media.org/pywikibot/master/index.html), as well as a system of SPARQL-queries to 

the specified network resources 

Next, we present an algorithm for extracting metadata from the open scientific re-

sources of the World Wide Web, with the processing of the data obtained (see Algo-

rithm 1). 

At the input of the algorithm, we are fed the set 

𝑴 = {𝑑1. 𝑥𝑚𝑙, 𝑑2. 𝑥𝑚𝑙, … , 𝑑𝑚 . 𝑥𝑚𝑙}. 

This set consists of files with metadata extracted from the documents of the retro col-

lection and we present it in Fig. 1 fragment of one such file. The metadata contained in 

these files is generated using the Lobachevskii-DML metadata factory tools. As we 

pointed out earlier, these metadata sets are incomplete. As indicated in the schemes of 

integrating digital mathematical libraries, it is required to present a significantly larger 

amount of meta-information about scientific documents. In particular, this metadata is 

insufficient to form a fundamental set according to XMLSchema EuDML [28]. 
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Algorithm 1: Extracting metadata from open scientific Web sources 

1. load M=[d1.xml, d2.xml,…, dm.xml] 
2. for d in M: 
  # Parsing XML-tree:  

3.   md=parse(d).getroot() 
4.   results_list=[] 

  # Find a group of tags with data about the authors  

  # (NISO JATS schema): 

5.   for authors in md.findall(“./conrib_group/ 
                              [@content_type=’authors’]”): 
     # Select a group of tags for each author: 

6.     for author in md.findall(“./contrib/ 
                               [@contrib_type=’author’]”): 
      # Find a tag indicating the author's surname and initials: 

7.       name_author_in_paper=author.find(‘string-name’) 
      # Translation and transliteration of the author's surname and initials: 

8.       if language(name_author_in_paper)==’ru’: 
9.         name_author_en=transliterate() 

10.       else 
11.         name_author_ru=translate_ru() 
12.       if language(name_author_in_paper)==’ru-old’: 
13.         name_author_ru=translate_ru_old() 
14.         name_author_en=transliterate() 

      # Form a list of patterns for search queries: 

15.       patterns=pattern_list() 
      # Selecting and connecting to a network access point 

      #  (Wikipedia, Wikidata, DBPedia): 

16.       point=point_connect() 
17.       results=[] 

      # Run searches with each of the templates: 

18.       for p in patterns: 
19.         result=search(p) 

        # Processing search results: 

20.         extracting(result) 
21.         cleaning(result) 
22.         similarity(result) 

        #adding metainfomation from the web 

23.         results.append(result) 
24.       end for 

      # Writing new metadata according to XMLSchema rules: 

25.       normalization(results) 
      # Adding metainformation of author d in results list 

26.       results_list.append(results) 
27.     end for 
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28.   end for 
  # Save information about paper 

29.   save(result_list) 
30. end for 

 

The following figures (Figs. 2 and 3) shows a fragment of the received metadata and 

the result of their normalization.  

 

 

Fig. 2. A fragment of the fundamental set of metadata formed by Algorithm 1. The previously 

formed set (see Fig. 1) is supplemented with information about the author of the article. 
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Fig. 3. Additional metadata extracted from online sources. In particular, the url of pages 

containing references to the document in question was obtained. 

5 Conclusion  

As you know, digital mathematical libraries are assigned today the role of the main 

integrator of mathematical knowledge presented in scientific documents ever pub-

lished. Our interests are focused on building a digital library, the Lobachevskii Digital 

Mathematical Library, based on the principles of WDML. This paper presents the re-

sults of research on the creation of meta-descriptions of documents of archival digital 

mathematical collections included in Lobachevskii-DML. Using search queries to such 

open scientific resources of the World Wide Web as DBPedia, Wikidata, Wikipedia, 

Freebase, algorithms for the formation of metadata of documents of unstructured digital 

mathematical collections are proposed. This metadata meets the requirements of “The 

European Digital Mathematics Library”. An xml language based on the Journal Archiv-

ing and Interchange Tag Suite was used to represent metadata. The developed algo-

rithms made it possible to generate metadata in cases where it is impossible to extract 

them from document texts using text analytics methods. 

This work was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project 

No. 21-11-00105). 
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